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A CV has one purpose, and one purpose only.

And that purpose is…… 



Getting you a job interview



Who are the people who read your CV?

People who are busy, tired and read too much 



So, you need to make your CV: 

Readable in under 10 
seconds 

Clear for a tired pair of 
eyes 

Uncompromisingly 
clear and professional 



A CV has two 
basic zones: 

The header 
The content 



the header 

the content 



The header of you CV must say two 
things: who you are and what you are

Use the name you want people to call
you

Top left: your name and job title

Top right: contact details –
phone number –email address

Keep it narrow: 
Engineer in physics, trilingual
Scientist specialized in data analysis



No gender, no origin, no 
religion

No postal address

No photo or age (unless it is 
relevant for the job)

No unnecessary details

Don’t dilute yourself, don’t 
boast: 
Founder, CEO, Author, 
Coach, Speaker



Who you 
are.

What you are.



Who you are: your name 

What you are: your profession 



Put your 
competences into 
context.

Present information 
from most relevant to 
least relevant. 

Be precise about 
your skills. 

Use white space to 
help your reader 

focus on what’s 
important. 



Don’t list your 
competences without 
content or context.

Don’t say “hobbies” 
and don’t list hobbies 
for the sake of listing 
them.

Don’t title your CV 
“CV”, we know it’s a 
CV. 



Competences = capacity applied to content



Instead of saying member of the Debating Society (2019 - 2022), say 

As a member of the Debating Society, I wrote twelve debate scripts 
for the French Debating Association tournaments. 

content capacity

context



Remember, the golden rule of all CV 
content is : 

Show, Don’t Tell



Use the 
Writing Center’s 
template.

It’s cool, 
We’re cool, 
You’ll be cool. 



Come work 
with us!
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